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Across
1  A h e a d  o f  t h e  t a g
5  Be a beggar
10  Indoor recess
14  Maw
15  *Line between two points on a circle or electrical connector?
16  Great, in slang
17  Beetle Bailey pooch
18  Strength provider
19  Eleven yards make two
20  Polynesian Disney heroine
22  *Euclid's forte or what the acorn said when it became an oak?
24  *Multi-sided figure or lost parrot?
27  Artist's subject
28  Puccini heroine
30  Chinese dumplings
33  Bad lad
36  Jazz pianist McCoy
38  “Funny meeting you here!”
39  The six *'d answers
43  Palm berry
44  B natural
45  Crack or jack follower
46  Periwinkle
49  Effortless transition
51  *My Dinner with Andre director Louis
53  *Line touching but not intersecting a curve or guy at the beach?
57  *Occupy the same place in space or direction to a misbehaving child?
60  Take a shot at
61  Gymnastics legend Korbut
62  Leapfrogs
65  Dubious
66  “This is my war too!” grp.
67  *An angle either less than 90° or good-looking?
68  The King and I kingdom
69  Year-end word
70  Siddhartha novelist
71  Dispense

6  Sashimi selection
7  Ding follower
8  Extend a hand
9  Johnny Depp title role
10  Louis XV's "After me"
11  Software for touch-up artists
12  ___ City, Iraq
13  Crafty e-tailer
14  Marble
15  3-D scan
16  Black
17  Like Bill Maher's humor
18  Some foam toys
19  Mock-thoughtful dismissal
20  Gorillas in the ___
21  Eastern ecclesiastic
22  Noted department store founder
23  State bird of Alaska
24  Find a new tenant
25  Serve an untouched winner
26  Harry Potter or Game of Thrones, for instance
27  Victimized
28  Corp. kin
29  Some foam toys
30  Katniss and Peeta's escort
31  Jack Sprat's diet

Down
1  Lively dance
2  Carrier of the Death Star plans
3  ___ flaw
4  William Penn, for one
5  Dupes

6  "I'm game!"
7  Daunts
8  Jergens competitor
9  Big birds
10  Pair in a qt.
11  “Capeesh?”
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